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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the work undertaken by a team of
researchers for designing a platform that aims to connect
digital content in the form of oral history recordings to the
city locations they refer to. The content will be made
available in a variety of ways, including a web interface, a
mobile application and possibly audio guides.
The study aims to contribute to the body of studies
dedicated to urban informatics and community informatics,
looking at how a city’s digital and physical layers can be
interweaved and re-appropriated through community
involvement and participation.
Author Keywords

Mobile city guide; crowdsourcing; oral history.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
General Terms

Human Factors; Design.
INTRODUCTION

The paper presents an initiative trying to connect oral
histories to specific locations around a city through the use
of locative media and mobile technologies. The purpose is
twofold: giving inhabitants and visitors a chance to share
their stories about the city, and allowing them to learn about
the city from others. Having someone to guide us through a
city and show us around almost always makes our
experience of the city better. People’s memories and stories
about places around a city make it what it is. Urban legends
about street corners and infamous buildings, stories of life
and death, achievements and failures turn a city into a
personal, lived experience. For each individual, “the urban
environment is constructed through perceptions of nearby
information and people” [10]. What we know about places
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changes our perception. We regarded mobile actors (locals
and visitors) as stakeholders, and tried to understand how
their movement and interaction with urban spaces could be
augmented with an “additional digital overlay” [6].
The study had an unusual genesis. The first author was
involved in the organization of a series of “tweasure hunts”
(treasure hunts using Twitter) around the city for the last
year. The tweasure hunts were based mostly on finding the
location of historical plaques around the city,
photographing and tweeting them. Each participant team
was also given a blank plaque mock-up they had to inscribe
themselves and attach to a building for a photograph that
was consequently shared via Twitter. The content of these
plaques was sometimes inspired by historical events the
participants knew happened in a specific location, but some
of them were humorous accounts of more personal events.
This reinforced our perception of personal maps and
individual routes that people are taking around the city,
each individual having his/her own perspective of the city.
A peripheral involvement with the Oral Histories Network
at national level revealed that many of the recordings were
based around specific places that could be easily identified
on today’s maps (oral history is the collection and study of
historical information from individuals using audio or video
means, or by transcribing oral interviews). In our case,
students of a local higher education institution were
assigned the task to find people in their own communities
who had a story to tell, and record them. This was part of an
assignment in a local history module. The results were
impressive, and the vast material recorded had to be
organized in a way that facilitated browsing and searching.
Another source that informed our endeavour was the
participation of two of the authors in a 3-weeks
participatory design project aimed at encouraging positive
changes in mobility patterns, as well as place rediscovery
and re-appropriation in a large capital city during the
summer of 2012. The project outcome was a prototype for a
mobile application supporting annotation of cityscapes on
one side, and serendipitous exploration of annotated
locations on the other side. We set to research how these
stories and memories could be mobilized and geo-located
and then presented them to a wide audience, from locals
through people who emigrated to potential visitors of a city.

We were particularly interested to see how such an
initiative could encourage locals or people who have
recently moved to a city to explore parts of it they were not
familiar with and lead to connections between
neighborhoods and communities.
In other words, how could stories belonging to the physical
layer be made available digitally in order to encourage and
support connections and conversations in the physical
layer?
In Section 2, we present the literature related to urban
public spaces and mobile city guides. Section 3 introduces
the methodological considerations our study is building
upon. In Section 4, we present our work to date. Section 5
is dedicated to a discussion of our preliminary findings. In
the conclusion section, we present some open questions and
suggest how this research might be extended to other
location-based applications.
BACKGROUND

Locative media blurs the barrier between the real and the
digital world [3]. Location-based services let users interact
with the world as they did before, but provide them with an
additional digital overlay that can augment their experience
[6]. Users are enabled to create, share, upload, comment,
and recommend location-based content [3]. Fröhlich et al.
[9] have suggested that these applications can be divided in
three categories: (1) orientation and wayfinding, (2)
accessing and creating data that refers to physical places,
and (3) augmented reality.
As Foth [8] stated, “the city is more than the sum of its
physical elements” (xxviii) and its infrastructure is now
virtually augmented and enhanced by communication and
information technology. Dörk and Monteyne [7] referred to
the city as a network in which people and artefacts – such
as streets and buildings – influence and interact with each
other. Harrison and Tatar [11] regarded place as consisting
of a “semantic tangle” of three elements: People, events,
and loci. Together they give meaning to a place and
dynamically influence a situation.
Designing a mobile city guide shifts the interaction from
the virtuality of the screen and a mainly indoor use to the
physical space and a public context [14]. The user
experience depends on the context of the interaction and
therefore, an important aspect to be considered is the fact
that spectators influence the interaction and the social
acceptability of the interaction [14]. User expectations in
regard to up-to-date-information, interaction and new
options like location-based services and wireless access are
increasing [5]. To meet these needs, designers have to
consider technical issues as well as social aspects of the
usage.
In our work, we were inspired by the Urban Social
Tapestries project that built a pervasive computing platform
to support public authoring [1]. Their design focused on
storytelling and on local knowledge that is hard to grasp,
allowing users to share memories, stories and experiences

in form of text, sound, and images that were pinned to a
map. The platform created an opportunity to relate
communication to location and to embed social knowledge
to the fabric of the city.
Our project aims to create a way to annotate physical places
around the city with audio, text and graphic information,
belonging to the second category identified by Fröhlich et
al [9].
METHODOLOGY

The perspective we took was that of developing
collaboratively over an extended period of time a vast geolocated repository of oral histories. For browsing and
searching this repository, we envisaged both a web
interface and a mobile interface.
The development of collaborative media brings a shift in
that people do not only consume but also produce digital
media and participate in designing media productions.
Löwgren and Raimer [12] even suggested a change in the
role of interaction designers, who, in their opinion, should
rather set the stage, provide a frame, and invite people to
participate in the design process rather than do the work on
their own. This brings a need for participatory design
techniques and collaborative experimentation.
We ran several participatory design workshops, involving
senior citizens from local communities, members of a local
interaction design interest group, historians and tour guides
from local institutions. In the workshops, we explored the
types of content people were interested in sharing and
consuming, various alternatives for recording new
contributions (on location; at home; during a workshop) and
possible interfaces for searching and browsing the content
(a map and a list interface).
In our research, we were inspired by the mobile methods
framework recommended by Büscher et al [4]:
• ‘moving along with’ members of the public likely
to be touched by technology: we tried to
understand the interests and needs of each
stakeholder group, looking at current storytelling
and sharing practices, talking to people,
encouraging reflection, supporting other initiatives
related to the digital media component.
• ‘being moved’ by experiences, observations and
conversations that arise along the way: developing
design sensibilities to help us resonate with the
world and values of the individuals and
communities involved.
• ‘moving in’ with prototype technologies: the
contributors were invited to evaluate our
prototypes, along with other potential users.
Based on our observations during these workshops, we built
a low fidelity and a high fidelity prototype for a mobile
application meant to support access to the geo-located
recordings while navigating the city. A first version of the
application was then developed for Android phones. For

each prototype, a cooperative user evaluation [13] was
organised, and the findings were used for improving the
next prototype.
WORK TO DATE

The vision for the whole project includes recording,
curating, indexing, storing and facilitating access to oral
histories via a web interface, as well as mobilizing this
content via a mobile application. The application will allow
listening to a recording in the very place the recorded story
refers to. We also envisage the possibility of supporting
content production on location, and connecting both content
consumption and production to popular social networking
sites, in order to turn them into a social performance and
make the content visible to more people.
For the first phase, we decided to produce a proof-ofconcept prototype for the mobile application, covering a
limited area of the city and using oral history recordings
that we collected and edited ourselves. We prioritized the
mobile application because we were interested in gaining a
better understanding of users’ perceptions and impressions
before we set to work on the online local history repository.
Presenting the City

We started by talking to local museum curators, historians,
tour guides, people with a passion for local history. They
spoke to us about tours they had guided, their audiences and
the categories of stories that encouraged people to engage.
In a workshop involving members of a local interaction
design interest group we ran an ad-hoc storytelling session
using a large size map of the city with various paper props
to elicit stories. This time, the stories told focused on more
recent times, personal experiences and city transformation.

and consume content taking into account their restricted
mobility.
Prototypes

We started with a paper prototype, defining the
functionalities of the mobile application based on the
workshops outcomes. We ran a cooperative evaluation of
this prototype and the feedback was incorporated in the
next prototype, developed in Axure RP [2]. Both prototypes
were developed by the fourth author.

Figure 2. Three screens of the Axure prototype: The start screen
with a map of Limerick (left), the filtering option (middle), and
the user profile (right).

We ran an evaluation of the Axure prototype and based on
the outcomes, the second author went on to develop a first
version of the application for Android. Because of the
limitations of the Axure prototype, the audio recordings
could not be incorporated at that point. The Android
version of the application allowed us to further evaluate the
design with potential users while navigating the city.
In Situ User Evaluation

For the in situ evaluation, ten users were recruited. The list
of tasks included finding the places marked on the map and

Figure 1. Workshop participants annotating a large city map.

A design workshop organized in a community centre with
senior citizens took an unexpected turn. We asked the
participants to draw their own maps of the city in order to
figure out what were the important places for them in their
daily lives. This activity wasn’t very well received and
responded to. On the contrary, when we showed the
participants old photos of the area, numerous stories
surfaced and the time didn’t allow us to record them all.
The purpose of the workshop was to understand the seniors’
relation to technology, and how they could both contribute

Figure 3. User evaluation session on the streets.
listening to the recorded stories when arriving at the actual
site. The users were asked to think aloud (although this
proved difficult at times while navigating noisy streets) and
their experiences were recorded through a combination of
note taking and video recording. The final debriefing
allowed the users to reflect on their experience, point out
challenges and make suggestions for improvement.

A group of three users was also invited to evaluate the
application, in order to help us understand situations when a
person would like to involve friends or family in their
explorations.
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